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 Ande kado artikolo delpe 
duma pala o raporto E situacia e 
romneangi/tiganura ande Europa. 
E sintagma, vorba „Roma/Gyp-
sies” sas dini katar o dumaipe so 
sas katar o Konsilio e Europako. O 
raporto ni mangleas te anel bare 
butyia pala e rom ando dumai-
pe ka Europako nivelo, anglunes 
mangle te sikavelpe e problemura 
thaj e situacia e romneange ande 
Europa, e informacia,aktivitetura 
thaje e rezultatura anda kodo so 
kerdeaspe. Anel ando dumaipe 
e konfliktura mashkar kultura/
tradicia thaj o ciacipe e jiuvlengo. 
O bikinimos e manushengo, sar 
vi o than e romneango so ketenin 
andre ande civiko vazdipe e 
romengo. Kado raporto kerdeas e 
baza e 9 bershengi so kerdeaspe 
butyi pala leste, pala e rige andar 
o raporto line sama personalno 
thaj khetanes ka Europako nivelo. 
De so si maj importanto si ke deas 
zor po gogyango khetanimos tha 
ideologiko, save dine maj dur zor 

 Raportul Situația femeilor rome/
țigănci în Europa este printre 
primele dedicate femeilor rome. 
El a fost elaborat în 1999 ca și 
răspuns la cererea formulată de 
Grupul de Specialiști la cea de 
a șaptea sa întâlnire.  Folosirea 
sintagmei „Roma/Gypsies” a fost 
impusă de limbajul oficial folosit 
la acea dată de Consiliul Europei. 
Raportul nu și-a propus să aducă 
nimic extraordinar în discuția de-
spre Romi la nivel european, ci 
pentru început a urmărit să facă 
o radiogramă a ceea ce există ca 
informație și inițiative legate de fe-
meile rome. Pe de altă parte, el a 
pus în discuție pentru prima dată 
chestiuni mai sensibile, precum 
conflictul dintre cultură/tradiție 
și drepturile femeilor, traficul de 
persoane,  precum  și poziția mili-
tantelor femei rome în interiorul 
mișcării civice a romilor.  Până 
la urmă raportul a constituit baza 
unei munci de aproape nouă ani,  
capitolele din raport fiind urmărite 

 The Report on the Situation of 
Roma/Gyspsy Women in Europe 
is among the first ones dedicated 
to Roma women. It was elabora-
ted in 1999 as a reply to the re-
quest of the Specialist Group on 
Roma/Gypsies formulated at its 
7th meeting in Strasbourg. The use 
of the term “Roma/Gypsies” was 
imposed by the official language 
of the Council of Europe at that 
time. The Report did not want to 
bring into discussion anything ex-
traordinary in the discussion abo-
ut Roma at European level, but for 
the beginning it aimed to identify 
existing information and initiatives 
related to Roma women. On the 
other hand, it questioned for the 
first time some sensitive issues, 
such as the conflict between cul-
ture/tradition and women’s rights, 
trafficking in person, and the posi-
tion of Roma women activists wi-
thin the Roma civic movement. At 
the end, the Report constituted the 
base of an almost nine years work 
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pe e organizaciangi agenda but-
themutni, sar vi ando ingerimos 
e socialnone politikango andar 
e roma thaj jiuvlea, e butyiango 
phangle e jiuvleange ciacimasa, 
egaliteta mashkar fialura thaj 
butani  diskriminacia.

în cadrul unui proiect personal și 
de grup,  la nivel european.  Dar 
ceea ce este și mai important, este 
că el a creat fundamentele unei 
întregi mobilizări mentale și ideo-
logice, ce a dus ulterior la intro-
ducerea pe agenda organizațiilor 
internaționale, cât și în procesul 
de politici sociale dedicate romilor 
și femeilor, a chestiunilor legate 
de drepturile femeii, egalitatea de 
gen și a discriminării multiple.

to come, its chapters being close-
ly followed within an individual and 
a group project ongoing at Euro-
pean level. But most importantly, 
the Report created the fundamen-
tals of a whole mental and ideo-
logical mobilization that resulted 
in the introduction on the agenda 
of international organizations and 
social policies for Roma and for 
women, of the matters regarding 
women’s rights, gender equality 
and multiple discrimination.

Introduction

 The Specialist Group on Roma/Gypsies decided at its 7th meeting (Strasbourg, 29–30 March 1999) to put 
on the agenda of its next meeting the issue of the situation of Roma/Gypsy women in Europe and to request 
a consultant to prepare a short introductory report to this issue.

The main objectives of the present report are as follows:
• To review the activities carried on in the field of Roma/Gypsy women rights and their results
• To analyze the existing instruments and mechanisms to address this issue at national and international 

level
• To give information to the Specialist Group about initiatives taken by Roma women’s nongovernmental 

organizations
• To raise some taboo questions for the every day life of Roma/Gypsy women
 In the history of the Roma/Gypsy people in Europe, discriminations against them were expressed in different 

ways. Since 1989, and even before, the Roma/Gypsies organized themselves increasingly in order to defend 
their rights and fight against the pogroms. This mobilization brought many results:
• It brought to the attention of the international community the human rights violations facing the Roma/

Gypsies.
• Specific provisions were made and there was a general recognition of the specific position of the Roma/

Gypsy people.
• There started to be a mobilisation of a social category of Roma/Gypsy women in the human rights activists 

movement accompanied by an effort to define their identity and their social role.
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Recently, a new context appeared in which the member States took their responsibilities and started to 
elaborate State policies in favour of the Roma/Gypsy minority; in Central and Eastern European countries, 
mob violence against the Roma came to an end but the conflict in Kosovo came as a new form of violence 
against the Roma.

At the same time, it is becoming more and more difficult to assess the human rights violations of the Roma/
Gypsies and it requires more and more specialized skills on behalf of the Romani activists. In fact, the usual 
presentation of the situation of the Roma/Gypsies is not sufficient anymore to cover in details all aspects of the 
discriminations and human rights violations the Roma/Gypsies are faced with. This is even more true when 
talking about Romani women’s rights. Hopefully a new generation of skilled and well-trained young activists is 
emerging on the international scene. 

Bearing in mind this new context, the report emphasizes the diversity of problems Romani women are 
faced with according to their very diverse situations throughout Europe. The extreme complexity of the issue 
to be analyzed, results from this variety of situations.

Therefore, some criteria have been borne in mind when analyzing the issue of Roma/Gypsy women:
• The group of Roma/Gypsy to which the women belong
• Their place of living – urban or rural
• Their marital status: married and single women (within the latter category, we also have the group of the 

single mothers)
• The social group to which they belong
• The specificities of the culture of the majority population
• The religion

The issue of Roma/Gypsy women has not been a matter for particular attention for the international organi-
zations so far. It is nonetheless possible to find out what was the approach chosen by looking at who organized 
the few meetings devoted to this question and what were the topics on the agenda of the these meetings.

The Roma/Gypsy non-governmental organizations did not so far pay much attention neither to the situa-
tion of the Roma/Gypsy women, and especially not in case of crisis situations, even if it is usually the Roma/
Gypsy women who keep the contact with the majority communities. Even if we should not victimize too much 
the Roma/Gypsy women, it is true that they are often victims of violence, either domestic or resulting from the 
majority population discriminatory attitudes. The fact that the level of awareness on this topic is not high is also 
the result of the lack of a Roma women’s movement at international level.

There are data available on Roma/Gypsy populations in Europe, as a result of censuses, but they provide 
us with very few information about the number of Roma/Gypsy women, which is in a way an illustration of the 
lack of knowledge about the situation of Romani women. According to the data on some countries from Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe, the percentage of Roma/Gypsy women in the total Roma/Gypsy population does not 
differ very much from the average percentage of women in the majority population.
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This lack of statistical data reveals the need for in-depth studies about Roma/Gypsy women and about their 
own organizations. The life of Roma/Gypsy women is often characterized by a conflict between the traditional 
culture and modern developments. But again, this is not to be generalized. There are striking differences be-
tween for example the problems faced by activist Roma/Gypsy women and the young Roma/Gypsy women 
belonging to the Kalderash Roma group.

A short overview and analysis of the international activities related to 
romani/gypsy women issues

 The first Congress of the Roma/Gypsies from the European Union – Seville, Spain, May 1994. Many par-
ticipants attended the Seville congress, organized with the support of the European Commission. It is striking 
to note that, in the final report (which forms a real book), there is no mention of the presence of any working 
group devoted to the issue of Roma/Gypsy women. However, the presence of Gypsy women from Spain and 
of activist women from Western European countries had an important impact on the Congress because of 
their advanced experience in working on Roma/Gypsy women’s rights issues in Spain, Germany, the Nether-
lands, etc.

The result of the Congress was the publication of a “Manifest of Roma/Gypsy women”, as well as few pieces 
of information under the social policy and educational panels, in which there were mentions of the situation 
of different groups of Roma/Gypsy women. The Manifest of Roma/Gypsy women is unique in that it refers to 
the situation of Roma/Gypsy women from the European Union and it is the only existing document with such 
a specific reference to Western European Roma women. The manifest also gives an idea of the context of 
the Roma women’s movement at that time, by referring to the situation of the women and their children in the 
framework of social, educational and cultural life and of the war in the former Yugoslavia. Emphasis is put on 
the education and social policies. Nevertheless, the Manifest is a sensitive provocation to the cultural values; 
for instance, it stresses the need:

“To allow the Roma/Gypsy woman to take full responsibility of their cultural role and traditional values as de-
fined by Roma/Gypsy culture, including in contexts where these values are obstacles to this expression.”
Another key point in the Manifest is the fact that the participants acknowledge that the lack of self-esteem 

is an underlying factor explaining the most difficult problems facing Roma/Gypsy women. This point is clearly 
seen in the document as a major problem the entire Roma/Gypsy elite is faced with nowadays. The Manifest 
finally proposes the creation of a working group of reflection and action with the participation of women from 
the European Union and from other countries; this proposal was never put in practice.

Following The Hearing of Roma/Gypsy women organised by the Council of Europe, Strasbourg, September 
29–30 1995, Conclusions were drawn up by the General Rapporteur of the Hearing, Mrs Gimenez Adelan-
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tado. The latter document shows the tendency of the participants in the Hearing to speak more about the 
general situation of the Roma people than about their specific situation as women. The emphasis is put on 
the economic situation and the unemployment problems facing the Roma people in general, and in particular, 
the Roma/Gypsy women. One comment made after that Hearing was as follows: “… Speaking in 1995 in front 
of the European Parliament, the Roma/Gypsy women preferred to underline the social and ethnic discrimina-
tions against their own communities rather than to speak about their daily difficulties; they are more than men 
faced with the gaps in the schooling of their children and the lack of access to the health services. Even if 
they are in front of the European Parliament or in private discussions, they (Roma/Gypsy women) are discrete 
about their relationship with the men”.

The differences between the Hearing of Strasbourg and the Congress of Seville are as follows:
• The Seville Congress is more specific about the particular situation of the Roma/Gypsy women;
• The Hearing introduces for the first time in the debate a discussion on the mechanisms and institutions deal-

ing with the rights of women in general and the use which can be made of them by Roma/Gypsy women;
• At the Hearing, the difficult position of the Roma women, who are at the intersection of the traditional cul-

ture and the modernity, was described as follows: “the development of Roma/Gypsy women should be in 
harmony with their more positive traditional cultural values and in accordance with their vision of life and of 
the world”;

• It is stated in the last paragraph of the Conclusions of the Hearing that most Council of Europe projects 
have an important gender equality component as it is usually requested that these projects promote equal-
ity between women and men.
The Conclusions of the Hearing are very concrete and show an improved awareness among Roma women 

of the resources existing at the Council of Europe; however, they still contain a number of general recom-
mendations concerning the entire Roma/Gypsy community. The Hearing introduced a new dimension in the 
discussion about the situation of Roma women as it was convened by the Steering Committee for the Equality 
between Women and Men of the Council of Europe, which shows the beginning of an  integrated approach 
of the Roma/Gypsy women issues within the gender equality programs rather than within the specific Roma/
Gypsy programs. 

The international conference of the Romani Women, Budapest, June 1998 was organized by the Roma 
Participation Program of the Open Society Institute in Budapest. This meeting mainly focused on women from 
Central and Eastern European countries; however, three women from Spain took part in it. The whole discus-
sion focused on the positive and negative elements in the traditional Roma culture, which have consequences 
in the daily life of the Roma/Gypsy women. The main question was put as follows: what should we keep and 
what should we change? The meeting brought to light the coexistence of conservative and more progressive 
ideas. These differences were obviously resulting from the different levels of organization of women from 
different countries as well as their different levels of access to information on international bodies and the 
associative movement of the Roma/Gypsy community. The idea of a European organization of Roma/Gypsy 
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women’s associations was launched, but it was finally decided that there was no need for a new structure. The 
participants decided that the Roma/Gypsy women should first identify more common ideas and try to work 
together within an informal forum rather than to repeat the mistakes made by Roma organizations in the past. 
The concrete results of the meeting were a joint internship of the Roma Participation Program and Network 
Women Program of the Open Society Institute for a six months period in the Budapest office of the Open So-
ciety and one fellowship for a advance women leadership training.

The OSCE Supplementary Human Dimension Meeting on Gender Issues, Vienna, June 1999. In the final 
report of the meeting, under the Working Group II on “Action in the security sphere - Focus in post-conflict 
rehabilitation”, the following recommendation was made: 

To “have a gender component in the ongoing work on Roma/Sinti; including put this explicitly on the agenda 
for the next supplementary meeting in September 1999”.

State policies in favour of Roma/gypsies and their gender component

 A number of member States are elaborating and/or implementing State policies towards their Roma/Gypsy 
populations. They are at different stages of elaboration/implementation. The level of civic awareness among 
Roma/Gypsy women is also at different stages in different countries. Governments are usually reluctant to add 
a women component in their policies as it is seen as a factor which might increase the expenses from the State 
budget. However, my opinion is that this is not the case and that the mention of women and men in the various 
strategies and programs is nothing more than restoring the principle of equality of opportunities for women.

Czech Republic: The State policy is quite silent on the issue of gender equality. Some provisions in the 
national program are beneficial for the Roma/Gypsy women as they favour access to the educational and 
training programs and allow the creation of civic advisory centers, where women can be employed. Even if the 
underlying concept of the program is non-discrimination, understood as prohibition of discrimination but also 
refusal of positive action, equality between men and women is not even mentioned in it.

Slovak Republic: There is one single reference to gender in the “Conceptual intends of the Slovak Gov-
ernment of the Government of the Slovak Republic for solution of the problems of Romany population under 
current social and economic conditions”: “him” and “her” when provisions are intended to explicitly apply to 
both sex. Indirect provisions directed towards women are included in the health programs (preparation for the 
marriage, contraception and parental responsibility, provisions for the future families). These provisions seem 
to express the view that Roma/Gypsy parents are not responsible and that they have to be made more aware 
of their responsibilities.

Bulgaria: the National Plan for the Roma community is far more advanced on gender equality issues, in 
comparison with the other countries of Central and Eastern Europe. There is a separate item in the Plan deal-
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ing with the promotion of a “culture of equality”. It is to be underlined here that the recommendations in favour 
of women respect the general philosophy of the Plan, which is to introduce specific provisions for Roma and, 
in the same spirit, special provisions for Roma/Gypsy women, instead of integration of the gender component 
in the other main areas covered by the Plan. 

“The Former-yugoslav Republic of Macedonia”: Research has been carried out on gender issues ap-
plied to Roma in the field of employment but when it comes to proposals for solutions of the problems, there 
is no mention of gender.

Spain has the most advanced policy towards Roma/Gypsy women. Specific provisions are included into its 
the National Development Program for the Gypsy community. The Program for the Development of the Gypsy 
Population of the Autonomous Government of Andalusia should be taken as a model for other countries as 
it emphasizes as a priority the situation of Gypsy women, includes detailed provisions in all areas of daily life 
and has a special part on equality of opportunities for women. 

Countries like Hungary and Finland, which have adopted advanced and long-term policies, do not have 
any gender component. It is however planned in the phase of implementation that Romani women can have 
access to jobs to be created in the framework of the programs.

In Romania, the elaboration of the governamental program is not yet finished but, in the terms of reference, 
it is stated that attention should be paid to the access of Roma/Gypsy women to the jobs created.

The civil society of the romani women and their participation in the 
political life

 There are no clear data about Roma/Gypsy women’s non-governmental organizations. The Open Society 
Institute started this spring to build up a database of such NGOs. There are different ways in approaching the 
issues regarding women in the NGOs; the most common approach is to tackle issues linked with children’s 
schooling or education and with health programs. This limited approach is the result of a lack of studies in the 
field of gender equality when dealing with Roma, and especially with Roma activists. It is however encouraging 
to see that individual women (who are not leaders of large groups) started to think and to act in favour of equal-
izing the access of women to different kinds of resources. There are common thoughts and actions among 
theses women, or they share the same philosophy on how to approach Roma/Gypsy issues, but this does not 
form a movement in favour of women’s rights. There are very valuable initiatives in some countries such as 
Spain, the UK (within the Travelers’ group), “the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia” or Slovakia but they 
are not brought together. There are also differences between the women’s involvement in women’s organiza-
tions according to their countries of origin. It seems that from one country to another, there are different ways 
of being active in favour of Roma/Gypsy women’s rights, i.e.: some work in Roma/Gypsy organizations with 
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broad programs and with some integrated gender components, some as activists in Roma/Gypsy women’s 
organizations, and others are involved in majority political parties. At local level, successful projects are being 
developed, for instance in Slovakia, “the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia”, Hungary and Romania. It 
is the beginning of the process of construction of a Roma/Gypsy women civil society movement. A strategy of 
development for the Roma/Gypsy women’s civil movement is to be built up around individuals who really be-
lieve in the equality of opportunities for women; in this respect, the recurrent debate among Romani activists 
about the representativity should be left over for the time being as, at the present stage of development of the 
Roma women’s activist movement, this usual debate (common to all ethnic groups) is not important.

The Roma/Gypsy activists are faced with the values of their families, values which are sometimes related 
to the social group to which the family belongs or to other rules of the culture; at the same time, they are faced 
with the patriarchal values of the majority society, especially in Central and Eastern European countries and 
with the attitude of the male Romani activists. Moreover, the women who choose to take responsibility in public 
life are looking for an identity which can give them the feeling of belonging to something, as they find them-
selves between the two cultures and two worlds. Therefore, they are in the phase of leadership learning and 
training. Another characteristic of the Roma/Gypsy civil society is the attitude single activist women are faced 
with at a certain age: in fact, they have to work three times more than the others in order to gain respect from 
the males. This is even worse when women are single and do not have children. The married women often 
consider the single women as being a threat for them and for their husbands as they deal on an equal footing 
with the men. The problems faced by Roma/Gypsy women’s organizations are very much related to the lack of 
access to information at international level, especially concerning the existing international remedies in case 
of violations of women’s human rights. This lack of information is worsened by a general lack of knowledge of 
the English language.

The sensitive issues for Roma/Gypsy women

 The sensitive issues listed below are phenomena which occur in the whole society, they are not specific to 
the Roma communities and culture. However, the aim of this chapter is to open a discussion on these issues. 
The Specialist Group included the situation of Roma/Gypsy women within the items listed in its Plan of Work 
and it will have to decide on possible ways to deal with these subjects. Most of the problems Roma/Gypsy 
women are faced with are sensitive and unexpressed, be they activists, wives and mothers or “bori” (daughter-
in-law) in a local community. In addition to that, they spend their whole life between the two worlds, “gadjé” 
and Romani. The Romani women have to respect firstly the rules of the traditional culture according to which 
they were educated since their childhood; in this context, their social role is very precisely defined. At the same 
time, when they reach school age, they confronted either with their own communities (if they live in a traditional 
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one) or with the prejudices of the other children, created by the majority parents.When a woman breaks the 
roles and does not respect the rules of the family, her extended family does not respect her anymore and her 
parents are also less respected by the community.

She also has to face institutional racism when she becomes a mother and later on as she is the one to keep 
the contact with the school, the health and social services. At the same time, she is sometimes faced with 
domestic violence exerted by the husband, as a result of unemployment and alcoholism problems. Moreover, 
domestic violence sometimes occurs in the family especially when the man wants to prove his social virility 
and his power as the head of the family. Domestic violence is either a cultural habit or the result of a bad so-
cial and economic situation. Some women accept their condition and are faced with it during their whole life. 
Nonetheless, the reason for this attitude is often the lack of state remedies in case of domestic violence and 
also the image created by the police, which spreads the idea that Roma women are beaten by their husbands 
in the Romani communities. It is difficult to prove violence and to encourage the victims to discuss openly 
about this issue, which does not affect only women, but also in the long run the children who witness it.

The neo - protestant religion started to play an important role in the life of the Roma/Gypsy families. If both 
sides are belonging to a strong religious group, the violence isoften limited. The influence of some religious 
beliefs could, however, sometimes have a negative impact in the sense that they promote the idea that women 
are inferior to men.

Trafficking of persons, drug abuse, prostitution are phenomena resulting from the economic situation of the 
women. The smuggling of persons intensified after the failure of communism and the Roma/Gypsy women 
became an exotic “ raw material”. Trafficking is not all the time associated with prostitution. It can also be 
associated with begging on the streets for an income. We should nevertheless bear in mind that measures 
to combat trafficking should not become a pretext to prevent other migratory movements as it is a different 
phenomenon.

One characteristic reaction of the Roma/Gypsy community concerning prostitution is to remain silent. When 
the issue of prostitution or drug abuse is discussed, in private, it is usually said that “these persons do not 
belong to our group”. Maybe the emerging women’s movement will have to face this gruesome reality. Drug 
abuse is happening among Roma/Gypsy communities in general and women are affected as consumers or 
as mothers of drug consumers. Recently, Gypsy women from the Saint-Jacques district in Perpignan (France) 
demonstrated in the streets against drug consumption, shouting “enough”, following the death of one woman 
from their group. There is a need to address the root causes for these problems, to tackle the taboo questions 
and start to work on small pilot projects with open-minded women who are brave enough to do it.

The economic situation in many Romani communities is often very bad, and usually the women have to 
face a lack of income, which can have different causes: the  unemployment of the husband, the fact of being 
alone after a divorce or having a husband in prison. There are some data about the unemployment rate of 
women from “the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia” and Romania.
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In “the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia” , the total employment rate at the national level is 34,4% 
(44,6% men and 24,4% women) while the employment rate with the Roma/Gypsy population is 14,1% – 21,5% 
men and 6,9% women.

In Romania , the total active population of Roma origin is 115.927 while the number of women is 34.564, 
which means 33,5%. 

These data show us:
• The difference in access to employment for the majority women and for the Roma women.
• The differences within the Roma/Gypsy population between men and women.

Some solutions have been explored to reduce the unemployment of Roma/Gypsy women. They are often 
related to the social services provided by Roma and non-Roma NGO’s, mainly in the fields of education and 
health. In particular, it appears that posts of social mediators are very appropriate for single women working 
at the local level and having a sufficient educational level. Some Roma/Gypsy women are also employed as 
daily workers in seasonal agricultural work, housekeeping or brick making.

Family planning is also an issue, which has not been discussed at international level; few local projects to 
promote family planning are being developed and implemented. The refusal to deal with this issue is usually 
not objectively motivated and the implications of this gap are not discussed and analyzed.

Roma/Gypsy women are faced with conflicts of different kinds, from the interethnic local conflicts up to 
wars. These conflicts strengthen the traditional or conservative point of view stating that Roma should not 
change their traditions and should maintain the Roma communities as closed as possible. The conflicts pre-
vent the Roma/Gypsy women to get out of their closed worlds; at the same time, they are increasingly forced 
to develop negotiation skills. Under conflict circumstances, they have to live together with the aggressors and 
therefore have to find ways in which they can approach the majority population for security and sometimes 
survival reasons.

Proposals for solutions

 In view of the present report, the author proposes the following solutions to be put in practice:
• To create a European working group for the rights of Roma/Gypsy women.
• To carry out an in-depth study on the situation of Roma/Gypsy women, putting emphasis on the violations 

of their rights.
• To integrate this issue in the national policies of the member States and on the agenda of the Committee 

for Gender Equality of the Council of Europe.
• To organize round tables with government officials in charge with Roma issues and with male activists to 

discuss gender equality issues.
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• To explore the possibilities to create small post-conflict therapy centers.
• To include a gender equality component in the training courses for young Roma/Gypsy leaders.
• To organize series of seminars on drugs, domestic violence and prostitution.
• To set up a partnership among international organizations for the creation of small credit lines for the vic-

tims of conflicts and women with special needs taking in account the positive experience carried out by 
different organizations with women in developing countries.
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ande projektura anda save kerenpe love, e shavorengi edukacia thaj o vazdimos e lokalo sherudne tha 
sherudnea. Buth vram kerdeas lobby thaj advocacy e but/themutne instituturenca, centralno thaj lokalno. 
De andar 1998 thaj ji akana jutisardeas ka o zuralimos jiekhe diskursosko/sfatosko thaj jiekhe planoske e 
romneanca thaj pal romnea.  Sas e sherudni ande eruropaki reciava pala e  romneango katanismo andar 
e egaliteta mashkar e fialura. Agyve voi si sherudni ande e programura ka o Romani CRISS, organizacia 
ande si vi kotor nadar e anglune kon vazdela. 


